2022 ACP SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA CHAPTERS MEETING
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
October 8, 2022

AM
7:30 REGISTRATION & BREAKFAST: MET Building
8:00-8:15 JUDGES ORIENTATION: MET Lower Auditorium
Poster Competition Co-Chairs: Dr. Sharon Kim, Dr. Alina Popa, Dr. Stephanie Zia
8:20-8:30 WELCOME: MET Lower Auditorium
Southern CA Chapters Region I, II, III Governors: Dr. Michael Lazarus, Dr. Daniel Kim, Dr. Tammy Lin
8:30-11:00 POSTER COMPETITION: MET Building LL, Floors 2&3
Poster Competition Co-Chairs: Dr. Sharon Kim, Dr. Alina Popa, Dr. Stephanie Zia
8:30-10:55 POINT-OF-CARE (POCUS) WORKSHOP, Rooms 313, 315
(8:30-9:15) (9:20-10:05) (10:10-10:55)
Faculty: Dr. Bruce Kimura (Chair), Dr. Inderpreet Bhatti, Dr. Alex Prevallet, Dr. Kinaan Javed, Dr. Judy Jun, Dr. Eric Tran, Dr. Rahul Gomez
9:00-10:30 ADVOCACY WORKSHOP: Learning Center 141, 143
Faculty & Facilitators: Dr. Jennifer Poast (Chair), Dr. Stony Anderson, Dr. Allison Estrada, Dr. Katherine Huang, Dr. Madeline Treasure, Esther Kim, Nissma Bencheikh
11:00-11:15 BREAK & VISIT SPONSOR EXHIBITS, Learning Center 145
11:15-11:45 KEYNOTE “TOUCH OVER TECH”: MET Lower Auditorium
ACP President: Ryan Mire, MD, MACP
11:45-12:05 AWARD PRESENTATIONS
Southern CA Chapters Region I, II, III Governors: Dr. Michael Lazarus, Dr. Daniel Kim, Dr. Tammy Lin
& ACP President Ryan Mire, MD, MACP

PM
12:05-12:45 LUNCH: MET Building Walkway
12:20-12:40 JUDGES ORIENTATION: Floor 2
Poster Competition Co-Chairs: Dr. Sharon Kim, Dr. Alina Popa, Dr. Stephanie Zia
12:45-2:45 POSTER COMPETITION: MET Building LL, Floors 2&3
Poster Competition Co-Chairs: Dr. Sharon Kim, Dr. Alina Popa, Dr. Stephanie Zia
12:45-3:00 POINT-OF-CARE (POCUS) WORKSHOP, Rooms 313, 315
(12:45-1:30) (1:30-2:15) (2:15-3:00)
12:45-1:45  Ask a Program Director Panel, MET Lower Auditorium
Faculty & Facilitators: Dr. Thomas Tom (Chair), Nissma Bencheikh, Victor Escobedo, Olivia Goodman, Esther Kim

12:45-2:45  Game Changers Panel, Learning Center 141
Faculty & Facilitators: Dr. Candace Sprott (Chair), Dr. Tessa Antalan, Dr. Madeline Treasure, Dr. Irina Lev, Dr. Mufaddal Dahodwala; Keynote: ACP President
Panelists: Dr. William Carroll, Dr. Simon Chang, Dr. Joel Diamant, Dr. John Martin, Dr. Alexander Prevallet, Dr. Joseph Tannous, Dr. Holly Yang

1:45-2:45  Informal SoCal Residency Fair, Learning Center 143
2:00-2:30  DOCTOR’S DILEMMA ORIENTATION, MET Lower Auditorium
Faculty: Dr. Miguel Pena-Ruiz (Chair), Dr. Jarod DuVall, Dr. Ali Motabar

2:45-5:45  DOCTOR’S DILEMMA ORIENTATION, MET Lower Auditorium
Faculty: Dr. Miguel Pena-Ruiz (Chair), Dr. Jarod DuVall, Dr. Ali Motabar

2:45-5:45  SATURDAY ROUNDS & NETWORKING

SPONSORED SESSIONS
8:30-5:00  BATTLE READY SKILLS, MET LAWN
Army Suture Clinic; Army Stop the Bleed: Saving Lives on the Battlefield; Resiliency Training: How to Master Mental Toughness & Thrive
Faculty: SFC Steve Gonzalez, SSG Justin Mucciolo, SSG Reagean Lebehn, MAJ Nicolette Cherney SFC Joshua Ko, MAJ Christine Lee, US Army

3:00-3:30  Managing Debt with First Republic Bank
Finding lower rates & avoiding refinancing fees; Student loan refinancing options; Which kinds of debt are eligible for a Personal Line of Credit. *Surprise sweet treat for attendees!*

4:00-4:30  First Time Home-buying with First Republic Bank
Taking advantage of opportunities in the current interest rate environment; Checklist & tips for considering financing options. *Surprise afternoon sweet treat for attendees!*
Speakers: Tricia Garland, Peter Nguyen, Isaac Pollock, Derek Lau

4:45-5:15  Real Estate Purchasing: Insider Tips with George Dаглас
*Surprise afternoon sips for attendees!*
Speaker: George Dаглас, Dаглас Real Estate

6:00-7:30  Receptions & Announcement of Winners
HOSTS: Southern CA Governors/FACP Dr. Michael Lazarus, Dr. Daniel Kim, Dr. Tammy Lin
Presidential Reception: ACP President Ryan Mire, MD, MACP
Achievers & Mentors: Dr. Sharon Kim, Dr. Alina Popa, Dr. Stephanie Zia
International Medical Graduates: Dr. Miguel Pena-Ruiz & Dr. Roel Sanchez